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Nintendo May Turn to
Nvidia's DLSS for Better
Graphics on the Rumored
Switch Revamp
Custom Display Solution for
Smart Industrial and Medical
ApplicationsLAFOX, Ill.,
March 30, 2021 (GLOBE
NEWSWIRE) -- Canvys, A
Division of Richardson
Electronics, Ltd. (NASDAQ:
RELL), is expanding its ...
Best laptop for photo editing:
Streamline your post production
workflow
Looking to smooth out your
choppy gaming visuals? Then
head over to Amazon, where the
online retailer is selling a 27-inch
LG gaming monitor Remove non-
product link rocking a 240Hz

refresh rate, HDR, ...
Oddworld Soulstorm -
how systems-driven
graphics and gameplay
deliver an
unforgettable
experience.
While Diablo 2 was a
defining game of my
middle school and high
school days – one that
I would stay up ...
Reforged with only
marginally improved
character models and a
bump in resolution.
Everything ...

The brand’s latest offering is the
Realme 8, which offers some neat
specs such as a 64MP quad rear
camera hardware, an AMOLED
panel, 30W fast charging, and a
flashy design that is a tad divisive ...

5 Best Laptops for
Filmmakers
Don’t let Dell’s XPS
Desktop compact size and
unassuming good looks fool
you -- this home PC
punches above its weight

class, both literally and
metaphorically.
How modders rebuilt
Resident Evil 4’s graphics
from scratch
Design ... graphics setting
(though there was some
stutter when loading
assets). Testing Dead
Cells, I was able to play at
max graphics at 144Hz
the entire time. Of course,
many games cap your
frames ...
Sony’s new Live
Production switcher
XVS-G1 matches
affordability with
versatility
High Resolution Graphics
Design
Best laptop for graphic
design in 2021
Two-in-ones — also often
called convertible laptops —
were once more expensive
than their clamshell laptop
counterparts, but they've come
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down in price. Premium models
tend to start around $1,000
and ...
Diablo 2 Resurrected Alpha:
The Good and the Bad After 1
Day of Play
Apple has traditionally
dominated the creative
markets, but there are now
dozens of Windows PCs
designed for content creation,
too. Here's a selection of
portable devices.
Dell XPS 8940 SE
Desktop review: The do-it-
all PC
With so many laptops on
the market, filmmakers
and film students might
find themselves confused
about which brand or
model to purchase.
Thankfully, there are a lot
of high-quality laptops
available ...
Best Graphics Card 2021:
Top GPUs for Gaming
High-end gaming ... Nvidia
RTX 3060 graphics card, not
to mention a battery that's
rated for 10 hours. Razer
Blade 15 ($1,699) also
includes the RTX 3060, the
same resolution and refresh
rate ...
The best Dell monitor
Available in 13 or 15-inch
sizes, Surface Book 3 features
quad-core powered 10th Gen
Intel Core processors, blazing
NVIDIA graphics, a beautifully
crisp, high-resolution ... Max-Q
Design w/4GB ...
Pearl Academy spotlights 10
standout student design
projects
and then uses AI and other

techniques to upsample
graphics to a higher resolution,
thereby reducing the
performance hit needed to
produce high-def graphics.
Depending on the content or
the ...
High Resolution Graphics
Design
Fast forward to 2021, and
Marin is now seven years
into a project to remaster
Resident Evil 4’s blurry
GameCube-era graphics
into crisp HD, in part using
high-resolution photos
he’s taken of ...
Alienware M15 R3 is a beastly
gaming laptop that needs to
stay plugged in
The best laptop for photo
editing needs to have a high-
resolution, color-accurate
screen, a powerful CPU, a
dedicated graphics card, and a
rugged and reliable design.
But that’s just the beginning.
This LG 27-inch high-refresh
HDR gaming monitor is $100
off today
It also allows the subscribers
of the free plan to buy high-
resolution versions of the ... to
offer you the freedom and
convenience to design
graphics for a personal or a
business setting, makes ...
Canvys Announces New
15.6 inch Display with
FHD Resolution
The Ultrasharp series
offers high-quality graphic-
design monitors ... Dell
monitors are offered in
HD, 4K and QHD
resolution. For browsing

and word processing, HD
should suffice, however
those ...
Asus ROG Phone 5 review,
one month later: Still the
best gaming phone
Sony Middle East & Africa
introduces the newest
addition to its long-standing
switcher family, the XVS-
G1. This new entry-level
compact live production
switcher, developed as a
next-generation ...
Realme 8 review: charming,
confusing, and competitive
The best graphics card
available today ... the Ampere
generation's answer to the
RTX Titan, ideal for design
and development work but
demanding a very high price. If
you're looking to experience ...
The best 2-in-1 laptops to
suit your budget
Tableware that encourages
people to eat with their hands
and a portable water container
for slum communities feature
in this school show curated by
the Pearl Academy in India.
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